Comparison of the effects of selective and non-selective His bundle pacing on cardiac electrical and mechanical synchrony.
This study aimed to assess the acute effect of selective His bundle pacing (S-HBP), non-selective His bundle pacing (NS-HBP), and right ventricular septum pacing (RVSP) on electrical synchrony and left ventricular (LV) mechanical synchrony using electrocardiogram and phase analysis of gated single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI). Totally 39 patients eligible for pacemaker were enrolled. Thirty-seven patients underwent successful His bundle pacing (HBP) including S-HBP in 23 and NS-HBP in 14 patients, respectively. Thirty-one patients simultaneously underwent backup RVSP. Twenty-three patients received SPECT MPI scans under different pacing modes, including S-HBP low- and high-output, NS-HBP low- and high-output, and RVSP mode. The paced QRS duration (QRSd) in the S-HBP low- and high-output mode and in the NS-HBP high-output mode were similarly compared with the baseline intrinsic QRSd. QRS duration in the NS-HBP low-output mode was slightly longer than the baseline. QRS duration was the longest in the RVSP group. Left ventricular mechanical synchrony parameters in both the S-HBP and the NS-HBP groups were remarkably better than those in the RVSP group. Moreover, LV mechanical synchrony parameters were much better in the S-HBP groups and NS-HBP high-output group. Selective His bundle pacing and high-output NS-HBP could restore normal electrical and LV mechanical synchrony.